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How to Instructions For Crystal Clay Earrings
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STEP 1:
Pinch off two equal blueberry size balls of Part A (the color) and Part B (the hardener). 
Knead the two equal size balls fully together until the clay is a consistent color and not 
marbled. (Images 2 & 3)

NUNN DESIGN SUPPLIES:

Ornate Mini Pendant Circle-Single Loop Silver
Kidney Earwires-Silver
Crystal Clay-Brown
Crystal Chatons

TOOLS NEEDED: 

Beeswax Toothpick (included with Crystal Clay)
Wet wipes or wet paper towel
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STEP 2:
Divide the clay into 2 equal parts, one for each earring.  Roll the kneaded Epoxy Clay 
into a round ball. Pat the clay gently into the Ornate Mini Pendant Circle Single Loop 
creating a high dome by slightly pinching and patting the Epoxy Clay into position. If 
you need more clay, just go ahead and mix up more from Step 1. (Image 4)

STEP 3:
Pour out your vial of Crystal Chatons-Crystal. Using the beeswax toothpick that is 
included in the Crystal Clay Epoxy Clay Kit start to place the Crystal Chatons inside 
of the Ornate Mini Pendant Circle. I like to start on the outside edge and work my way 
into the center. Tip: Do not press down super hard. Just get the tip of the Chaton into 
the clay. If you press down too hard, it will make the dome uneven and it will be super 
challenging to get the Chatons out without really digging into the clay. (Images 5-9)

STEP 4:
Once all of your Chatons are in place, use your fingers to slightly press all of your 
Chatons down into the clay making sure that each one is fully submerged into the 
clay. You will also be using your fingers to make sure your domed clay is nicely 
sculpted. If you have a stone fall out once the clay has cured, chances are that the 
Chaton’s point wasn’t fully emerged. If a stone does pop off, you can glue it back into 
place. I tend to like to use GS-Hypo Cement or Bond 527 Cement.

STEP 5:
Using a damp wet cloth, wipe away any Epoxy Clay that might be smudged around. 
When it dries, it will be REALLY hard to get off. (Image 10)

STEP 6:
Your pendants will cure in 12-14 hours.

STEP 7:
Thread your cured pendants onto the Kidney Ear wires.  (Images 11 & 12)

Step 8:
Can you believe it!  It really is this simple!

MAKE THESE TOO!

Once you get the hang of the Crystal Clay, you will be hooked on a new craft.  
Complete your jewelry accessories with these other fun DIY jewelry making projects. 

Bracelet
Charm Bracelet-Silver
Ornate Large Pendant Circle-Single Loop Silver
Large Jump Rings-Silver
Crystal Clay-Brown
Crystal Chatons (or choose from other Chaton colors available).

Ring
Ornate Ring Large Circle-Silver
Crystal Clay-Brown
Crystal Chatons

Necklace
Ornate Large Pendant Circle-Single Loop Silver
Ball Chain Necklace 18”
Crystal Clay-Brown
Crystal Chatons
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